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1 Introduction 
This document provides the specification of the Norwegian additions to Europeana 
Semantic Elements (ESE) v. 3.2.  
 
ESE together with the Norwegian additions constitute the ABM Semantic Elements 
Norway. 

2 The ABM Semantic Elements Norway (ABM SEN) 

2.1 The elements 
The table below gives an overview of all the elements in ABM SEN. The Norwegian 
additions are indicated with bold typeface. 
 
Source (namespace)  Element  Element Refinement(s) 
DC  title  alternative 
DC  creator  
DC 
abm 

 subject  
aboutOrganisation; aboutPerson 

DC  description  tableOfContents 
DC  publisher  
DC  contributor  
DC 
abm 

 date created; issued 
digitised 

DC  type  
DC  format  extent; medium 
DC  identifier  
DC  source  
DC  language  
DC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Europeana 

 relation  isVersionOf; hasVersion; 
isReplacedBy; replaces; 
isRequiredBy; requires; isPartOf; 
hasPart; isReferencedBy; 
references; isFormatOf; hasFormat; 
conformsTo 
 
isShownBy; isShownAt 

DC 
abm 
 
 
DC 

 coverage  spatial;  
address; country; county; 
landedProperty; 
municipality; namedPlace 

temporal 
DC  rights  
DC terms  rightsHolder  
DCterms  provenance  
Europeana  userTag  
Europeana  unstored  

http://version1.europeana.eu/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=c56f82a4-8191-42fa-9379-4d5ff8c4ff75&groupId=10602
http://version1.europeana.eu/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=c56f82a4-8191-42fa-9379-4d5ff8c4ff75&groupId=10602
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Source (namespace)  Element  Element Refinement(s) 
Europeana  object  
Europeana  language  
Europeana  provider  
Europeana  type  
Europeana  uri  
Europeana  year  
Europeana  hasObject  
Europeana  country  
abm contentProvider  

3 Definitions of the Norwegian additions 
This section lists the Norwegian additions in ABM SEN in alphabetical order and 
describes their attributes.  The namespaces referred to are identified by the following 
URIs: 

 [abm]: <to be decided> 
 [dc] http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/ 
 [dcterms]: http://purl.org/dc/terms/ 
 [Europeana]: http://www.europeana.eu/ese/terms/ 

3.1 Remarks on geographical properties in ABM SEN 
While the terms spatial and temporal are included in ESE and as such not part of the 
Norwegian addition, their use in ABM SEN need to be more specifically described. 
Hence spatial and temporal are included in this document also. 
In most geographical properties the Syntax Encoding Scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) is suggested as a way of encoding 
spatial points in a text string. Obviously there is also a need to describe more complex 
geometries like lines, curves and regions, but encoding schemes for those are yet to be 
decided. 
Concerning geographical names as property values, it is not necessarily self-evident 
which name to assign. Should always the current name – valid at the time of 
registration – be used,  or ought one to assign the name that was valid at the time of 
creation?  Which event in the life-cycle of the resource should determine the time 
stamp of its geographical properties? If not already in place, policies and guidelines 
should be developed concerning this. 

3.2 Specification of elements 
Element name: aboutOrganisation 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:aboutOrganisation] 
Label About Organisation 
Definition An organisation that is the subject of the described resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dc:subject] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Agent] 

http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://www.europeana.eu/ese/terms/
http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/
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Element name: aboutOrganisation 
Comment Recommended best practice is to use an authorised Organisation 

registry, or register the org name according to a  Syntax 
Encoding Scheme for organisations. In lack of any of these, just 
a literal string. 

  
 
Element name: aboutPerson 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:aboutPerson] 
Label About Person 
Definition A person that is the subject of the described resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dc:subject] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Agent] 
Comment Recommended best practice is to use an authorised person 

registry, or register the person name according to some Syntax 
Encoding Scheme for persons (to be specified).  In lack of any 
of these, just a literal string. 
Candidate values for this property are: Persons described in 
documents,  persons depicted in photos, paintings and 
statues/busts, etc 

  
 
Element name: address 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:address] 
Label Address Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics (topic or applicability)  of the resource, 

given as an address 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dcterms:spatial] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment To be given as a text string, if possible  according to  

 a Syntax Encoding Scheme for addresses (yet to be 
specified),   

 or the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) for spatial 
points  

  
 
Element name: contentProvider 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:contentProvider] 
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Element name: contentProvider 
Label Content Provider 
Definition The institution holding the original resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

  

Obligation and 
occurrence 

1 

Range [dcterms:Agent] 
Comment Recommended best practice is to use an authorised Organisation 

registry, or register the org name according to a  Syntax 
Encoding Scheme for organisations. In lack of any of these, just 
a literal string. 
Notice the distinction from [Europeana:provider], which 
denotes the organisation (typically an aggregator) sending the 
metadata to Europeana.  

  
 
Element name: country 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:country] 
Label Country Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics (topic or applicability)  of the resource, 

given as a Country 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dcterms:spatial]  

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment Recommended best practice is to use country names conforming 

to ISO 3166, like [europeana:country]. 
Note: This property has to do with the topical coverage of the 
described resource, whereas [Europeana:country] denotes the 
country of the provider. 

  
 
Element name: county 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:county] 
Label County Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics (topic or applicability)  of the resource, 

given as a County 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dcterms:spatial]  

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment To be given as a text string, if possible according to 

 a Syntax Encoding Scheme for counties (yet to be 
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Element name: county 
specified), including names and numbers conforming  to 
an authorised list of counties  

 or the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) for spatial 
points  

  
 
Element name: digitised 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:digitised] 
Label Date digitised 
Definition Date of digitisation of the resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dc:date] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range Literal 
Comment See also definition of dc:date, dcterms:created and 

dcterms:issued  in ESE 3.2 
  
 
Element name: landedProperty 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:landedProperty] 
Label Landed Property Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics (topic or applicability)  of the resource, 

given as a landed propert 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

 [dcterms:spatial] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment To be given as a text string, if possible according to 

 a Syntax Encoding Scheme for landed properties (yet to 
be specified), including name, gnr and bnr conforming to 
the authorised registry of landed properties 
(GAB/Matrikkelen, 
http://www.statkart.no/?module=Articles;action= 
ArticleFolder.publicOpenFolder;ID=2460)  

 or the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) for spatial 
points  

  
 
Element name: municipality 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:municipality] 

http://www.statkart.no/?module=Articles;action
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Element name: municipality 
Label Municipality Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics (topic or applicability)  of the resource, 

given as a Municipality 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dcterms:spatial] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment To be given as a text string, if possible according to 

 a Syntax Encoding Scheme for municipalities (yet to be 
specified), including names and numbers conforming  to 
an authorised list of counties  

 or the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) for spatial 
points  

 
  
 
Element name: namedPlace 
Namespace abm 
URI  [abm:namedPlace] 
Label Named Place Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics (topic or applicability)  of the resource, 

given as a Named Place 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dcterms:spatial] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment To be given as a text string, if possible according to 

 a Syntax Encoding Scheme for municipalities (yet to be 
specified), including names conforming  to an authorised 
list of named places  

 or the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) for spatial 
points 

  
 
Element name: rightsHolder 
Namespace dcterms 
URI  [dcterms:rightsHolder] 
Label Rights Holder 
Definition A person or organisation owning or managing rights over the 

resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

  

Obligation and 0..n 
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Element name: rightsHolder 
occurrence 
Range [dcterms:Agent] 
Comment Note: [dcterms:rights] is included in ESE 
  
 
Element name: spatial 
Namespace dcterms 
URI  [dcterms:spatial] 
Label Spatial Coverage 
Definition Spatial characteristics of the resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dc:coverage] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:Location] 
Comment See also definition in ESE 3.2. Recommended best practice is to 

use the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Point 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-point/) for points.  

  
 
Element name: temporal 
Namespace dcterms 
URI  [dcterms:temporal] 
Label Temporal Coverage 
Definition Temporal characteristics of the resource 
Subproperty of 
(Refines) 

[dc:coverage] 

Obligation and 
occurrence 

0..n 

Range [dcterms:PeriodOfTime] 
Comment See also definition in ESE 3.2. Recommended best practice is to 

use the syntax encoding scheme DCMI Period 
(http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-period/) for time periods.
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4 Document history 
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